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Classifying Music Genres Using Image Classification
Neural Networks
Alan Kai Hassen, Hilko Janßen, Dennis Assenmacher, Mike Preuss and Igor
Vatolkin
Abstract Domain tailored Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been
applied to music genre classification using spectrograms as visual audio repre-
sentation. It is currently unclear whether domain tailored CNN architectures are
superior to network architectures used in the field of image classification. This
question arises, because image classification architectures have highly influenced
the design of domain tailored network architectures. We examine, whether CNN
architectures transferred from image classification are able to achieve similar
performance compared to domain tailored CNN architectures used in genre
classification. We compare domain tailored and image classification networks
by testing their performance on two different datasets, the frequently used
benchmarking dataset GTZAN and a newly created, much larger dataset. Our
results show that the tested image classification network requires a significantly
lower amount of resources and outperforms the domain specific network in our
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given settings, thus leading to the advantage that it is not necessary to spend
expert efforts for the design of the network.
1 Introduction
The emergence of online audio platforms as Spotify, SoundCloud or Apple
Music strengthens the need to describe audio files according to their character-
istics. This makes them accessible for recommender systems, categorization or
music discovery.
The scientific field of Music Information Retrieval deals with extracting
information from audio files to solve a wide variety of problems, including
artist identification, music recommendation and beat detection (Lamere, 2008).
The extracted information can be used in music tags, which are high-level
descriptions of the audio (Choi et al, 2016; e.g. the artist, emotion or year)
and may be attached to tracks as labels. These music genre tags are the
focus of this work.
Music genres, and their corresponding tags, are characterized by the common
characteristics shared by their members. These are typically related to the
instrumentation, rhythmic structure and harmonic content of the music (Tzane-
takis and Cook, 2002). In the field of music genre classification, techniques
from deep learning are emerging. These techniques (Zhang et al, 2016; Choi
et al, 2016) which are defined as “computational models that are composed of
multiple processing layers to learn representations of data with multiple levels
of abstraction” (LeCun et al, 2015) have shown state-of-the-art improvements
in comparison to traditional machine learning techniques in various fields as
speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection, drug discovery
and genomics (LeCun et al, 2015).
Following this development, our work investigates the question how domain-
tailored music genre classification networks perform compared to general image
classification networks. As a domain-tailored network we consider a common
network architecture, which has been adjusted in hopes of reaching a higher
accuracy in a given domain. A finding of no significant difference between the
networks’ performances actually provides strong evidence for using state of the
art image classification networks instead of designing domain tailored ones. As
neural network design is a time consuming process, skipping the design phase
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would save a lot of time and effort. Additionally, we introduce a new scientific
dataset for benchmarking music genre classifiers.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 deals with
the relevant related work in the field of music genre classification and music
information retrieval. In Section 3, the hypothesis of this work is introduced
and explained in detail. The experimental setup employed to test the hypothesis
is described in Section 4. We present the results of the experiments in Section 5
before we draw a conclusion of our work in Section 6.
2 CNN for Music and Image Classification
CNNs are neural networks designed to process data that is available in the form
of multidimensional arrays (grids), as signals and sequences for one-dimensional
arrays, images and audio spectrograms for two-dimensional arrays or video for
three-dimensional arrays (LeCun et al, 2015).
In order to utilize CNNs, the audio data needs to be transformed into a
visual representation (spectrogram) (Costa et al, 2017), for which several
options are available and have been applied in the past: Short time fast Fourier
transformation (STFT) (Zhang et al, 2016; Jeong and Lee, 2016; Rajanna
et al, 2015), mel-spectrograms (Pons and Serra, 2017; Pons et al, 2017; Choi
et al, 2016, 2017) and constant-Q transformation (CQT) spectrograms (Oramas
et al, 2017). Using this visual representation, a CNN is applied assuming, that
the network is able to detect auditory events in time-frequency representations
by seeing them (Choi et al, 2016). According to Choi et al (2016) there are
different reasons why the application of CNNs in the context of music genre
classification might be beneficial.
First, that music tags, as for genres, are often considered as belonging to
the most important high-level features representing track-level representation
above intermediate-level features such as chords, beats, tonality and temporal
envelopes which change over time and frequency. CNNs are designed to learn
hierarchical features over a multilayer structure and are therefore suited to learn
the hierarchy inherited in the genre classification task (Choi et al, 2016). Second,
the properties of CNNs, in detail translation, distortion and local invariances,
can be useful to detect relevant musical features that can appear at any time or
frequency range (Choi et al, 2016).
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There are several ways to include domain knowledge into a neural network
design, like problem-adapted feature processing, design of specific architecture,
or the setup of filter sizes for CNNs: In the domain of music information retrieval,
three different conceptual filter sizes are applied in the convolutional layer: High
filters, wide filters and small-rectangular filters (Pons et al, 2016). High filters
use domain knowledge for designing filter shapes that can detect relevant time-
frequency context in a spectrogram (Pons et al, 2017). High filters are used in the
first convolutional layer only, with different filter sizes as 1x100 (width x height)
for learning timbre (Pons et al, 2017) or alternatively to every convolutional
layer in genre classification (Oramas et al, 2017). Related to the usage of high
filters, wide filters have been suggested to find temporal dependencies within a
spectrogram (Pons et al, 2016) and have found appliance in genre classification
(Pons and Serra, 2017; Zhang et al, 2016), for example the usage of a filter
size of 513x4 by Zhang et al (2016). Small-rectangular filters are applied by
several studies without using domain knowledge for genre classification (Costa
et al, 2017) and music tag classification (Choi et al, 2016, 2017), for example
the usage of a filter size of 3x3 by Choi et al (2016). It is not entirely clear if
domain specific filter designs are preferable over non-specific ones since high
filters seem to perform better than small rectangular ones for genre classification
(Oramas et al, 2017) and contrary, small rectangular filters seem to perform
better than high filters for music tag classification (Choi et al, 2017).
Furthermore, there are various architecture options for CNNs available in
the general domain of image classification, which is the task of producing a
list of object categories present in an image (Russakovsky et al, 2015). An
associated challenge is the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
(Russakovsky et al, 2015), functioning as a continuously improving bench-
mark for object category classification. The first deep CNN performing better
than traditional techniques and winning in the ILSVRC 2012 was AlexNet
(Krizhevsky et al, 2012), a CNN of depth 8. In the field of genre classifica-
tion, parts of AlexNet have been adopted by the usage of a neural network
architecture of 5x5 filter sizes, 2x2 max-pooling, a fully connected layer and a
softmax layer (Costa et al, 2017).
The winner of ILSVRC 2014 VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) employs
deeper networks of 16 to 19 layers, consisting of convolutional layers with
smaller filter sizes of 3x3 due to an increase in the discriminative abilities of the
network and a decrease of network parameters. Those smaller filter sizes are
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adapted in the field of music tagging by (Choi et al, 2016) by using a network of
depth 9 with layers in total, consisting of four convolutional layers of filter size
3x3, four max pooling layers, a sigmoid function as a final layer and Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU; Nair and Hinton, 2010) as an activation function. ResNet
(He et al, 2016a), won the ILSVRC 2015 by increasing the depth of a CNN to
up to 152 layers and using residual connections over several layers, in the form
of shortcut connections. The basic ResNet design was improved by changing
the architecture of the inner residual block and consequently achieving better
accuracies (He et al, 2016b). ResNet’s concepts have been applied in genre
classification with the usage of residual connections and a combination of max-
and average pooling to build a neural network consisting of one residual block,
max- and average-pooling, two fully connected layers and a softmax layer to
predict music genres (Zhang et al, 2016). Newer network architectures in the
field of image classification seem to perform better than ResNet, among them
DenseNet (Huang et al, 2017). It connects each dense block, built out of a batch
normalization layer, a ReLU activation function and a convolution layer of filter
size 3x3, in a network with each other dense block in a feed-forward fashion.
ResNext as used in (Xie et al, 2017) employs aggregations of multi-branch
architectures within a residual block. Neither of those two networks architectures
are, to our knowledge, applied in genre classification yet.
3 Hypothesis
In the field of genre classification, CNNs have been applied in several studies
(compare Section 2). However, there is still the question at hand, if domain
specific filters, applied as high (Oramas et al, 2017) and wide (Zhang et al, 2016)
filters, and custom network architectures, applied by several researchers (Costa
et al, 2017; Zhang et al, 2016; Choi et al, 2017), are superior to network archi-
tectures used in the field of image classification. This question arises, since image
classification architectures have influenced the design of domain specific network
architectures in, for example, the adaptation of parts from AlexNet (Krizhevsky
et al, 2012) by Costa et al (2017), VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) by
Choi et al (2016) and ResNet (He et al, 2016a) by Zhang et al (2016).
Following this development and the reasoning for using CNNs for audio
analysis tasks, we assume that the genre classification task, using spectrograms
as audio representation and CNNs as a classifier, is an image classification task,
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defined as producing a list of object categories present in an image (Russakovsky
et al, 2015). We further assume, that the object categories of an image
classification task are the genres of a track in the genre classification task.
Therefore, we hypothesize, that a CNN architecture applied in image classifi-
cation is able to achieve comparable performance to a domain specific designed
CNN architecture used in genre classification.
4 Experimental Setup
A classification problem can be seen as a coherent model selection and hyper-
parameter optimization problem, where the task is to find the right algorithm
with the right hyperparameter settings for a dataset that optimizes the empirical
performance (Thornton et al, 2013). In this work, two different audio datasets
are used, namely GTZAN (Tzanetakis and Cook, 2002) and a newly created
dataset, in the following called 10GenreGram. In both cases the audio data
is transformed into spectrograms, which serve as image representation input
of the audio data for the neural networks. Furthermore, model selection and
hyperparameter optimization are considered separately. This is common in
the image classification domain (He et al, 2016a,b; Simonyan and Zisser-
man, 2014) and music genre classification domain (Zhang et al, 2016; Choi
et al, 2016), which even omit the hyperparameter optimization task by choosing
network parameters a priori. The models selected in the model selection are
a domain-specific network (Zhang et al, 2016) and an image classification
network (He et al, 2016a,b), since the possible performance differences be-
tween the two are relevant for this work. For both networks hyperparameters
are optimized, k-fold cross validation (Kohavi, 1995) is applied, and the
performance of both networks is compared.
4.1 Music Datasets
The first used dataset is GTZAN (Tzanetakis and Cook, 2002). It consists of 10
different genres: blues, classical, country, disco, hiphop, jazz, metal, pop, reggae
and rock. Each of the genres consists of 100 tracks with 30 second snippets each,
stored as 22050Hz, 16-bit mono *.au audio files. Noteworthy, the dataset is noisy
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with repetitions, mislabelings and distortions but it is used as the de facto standard
dataset in the domainwithmore than 100 applications (Sturm, 2013). This allows
for comparisons with other researchers operating at the same conditions.
Table 1: Genre distribution of both datasets used in our experiments.
Genre
Dataset blues classical country disco hiphop
GTZAN 100 100 100 100 100
10GenreGram 1060 937 985 1079 1041
jazz metal pop reggae rock
GTZAN 100 100 100 100 100
10GenreGram 1022 1018 976 1030 1005
Furthermore, we created an new dataset, the 10GenreGram dataset, which
consists of audio files downloaded from the music streaming platform Sound-
Cloud (SoundCloud, 2018) and provides researchers with a higher magnitude
of available data in comparison to GTZAN (see Table 1). For our experiment,
we use only a subset, mirroring the 1000 tracks structure of GTZAN via sub-
sampling due to expected long training times. The labeling of a track in the
10GenreGram dataset is done by the uploader on the SoundCloud plattform
by attaching descriptive tags to a track. These function as meta-data to describe
the track by genres, moods or various other categories and can be used to find
the most popular tracks for a tag. For the dataset, we use the most popular tracks
from the following tags: Blues, classical, country, disco, hiphop, jazz, metal,
pop, reggae and rock. The tags mirror GTZAN’s genre structure and function
as labels for our dataset which sets the 10GenreGram dataset apart from for
example the FMA dataset (Defferrard et al, 2017) which is not following the
GTZAN genre structure. A drawback of labeling is the introduction of noise into
the dataset because we trust the labeling of the track of its creator, assuming that
it is in his best interest to label his tracks correctly to achieve high popularity. It
should be emphasized that this approach results in the 10GenreGram dataset
being noisy just like GTZAN. However, this allows the creation of a much more
extensive dataset. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that music genres are
interpreted in the same way universally (Vlegels and Lievens, 2017).
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After downloading the tracks, erroneous data and duplicates are removed.
Erroneous data occurs when the track could not be downloaded, e.g. because
of a SoundCloud restriction or an error in the SoundCloud downloader. After
cleanup, the 10GenreGram dataset consists of 10,133 tracks with a total size
of 69.93 GB and varying in length from 9 seconds to 6 hours and 31 minutes1.
The audio properties are defined by SoundCloud with a sampling rate of 44100
Hz and 16 bit depth, stereo .mp3 audio files. Even though the goal was to gather
1000 tracks per genre, tracks are not equally distributed due to the removal
of erroneous tracks and duplicates (see Table 1). This is neglectable since the
deviation from the desired genre distribution is small.
4.2 Feature Extraction
We are utilizing the domain specific neural network of Zhang et al (2016) as
a baseline for comparison. Therefore, we apply the same audio to spectogram
procedure that they used within their work. Since the lengths of the tracks are
not standardized for the 10GenreGram dataset and a transformation would,
therefore, result in a non-uniform distribution of spectrogram files per audio
file, the following strategy is applied to ensure an almost uniform distribution:
1. Only a 30-second or smaller window for each track is used to generate
STFT spectrograms mirroring GTZAN’s length. The design of the window
follows the strategy by Costa et al (2017) which takes 60 seconds around
the middle point of a track [−30 seconds, +30 seconds]. If a track is
shorter than 60 seconds, the whole track is used.
2. Every track is split into 3-second windows following the practice of
several researchers (Zhang et al, 2016; Pons et al, 2017; van den Oord
et al, 2013) due to the fact that this has improved the accuracy while
executing a majority voting system on track-level and has seen good
results on GTZAN.
3. STFT transformation is performed using Librosa (McFee et al, 2015)
with mono input and a sampling rate of 22050 Hz, following the GTZAN
dataset properties and Librosa’s limitation of only being able to create
1 The dataset can be retrieved from https://10GenreGram.uni-muenster.de/.
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mono spectrograms. Furthermore, a FTT window size of 1024 with Hann
window function and hop size 512 is used.
4. The image size for every 3-second spectrogram is set to 128x513 pixels.
4.3 Classification Models
The two chosen networks are ResNet18 (He et al, 2016a) with improved
residual block (He et al, 2016b) as an image classification network and NNet2
(Zhang et al, 2016) as a domain specific network. We have chosen these
networks, since NNet2 is based on ResNet18 and can be seen as a good
representative for a domain specific network. Additionally, it has been frequently
used by other researchers.
Both networks are trained using 3-second spectrogram snippets and, therefore,
predictions on track-level need to be generated to measure performance. This
is achieved by using a majority vote approach (Zhang et al, 2016), where the
probabilities of every 3-seconds spectrogram snippet from a track are added up
and the genre with the maximum probability is chosen as the predicted label.
Before usage, every spectrogram is normalized with zero mean and variance of
one (Pons et al, 2017; Jeong and Lee, 2016). For all following experiments a
batch size of 64 is used.
ResNet’s optimal hyperparameters are chosen on GTZAN via tree-structured
Parzen estimators (Bergstra et al, 2011) for 30 epochs and 50 evaluations with
a hold-out split ratio of 80% training, 10% validation and 10% testing on
3-second snippet-level without applying majority vote. The following parameters
or components are optimized: Learning rate, momentum and weight decay
of stochastic gradient descent (Hinton et al, 2012), furthermore the chosen
activation function, ReLU or leaky ReLU (Maas et al, 2013), the L2 kernel
regularizer penalty (Krogh and Hertz, 1991) and the chosen kernel initializer
i.e. Xavier normal/uniform (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) or He normal/uniform
(He et al, 2015).
For both networks, the found hyperparameter settings on GTZAN are then
transfered to10GenreGram, assuming both datasets are comparable. Using the
best found settings for both networks, a 10-fold cross-validation with 50 epochs
per fold for both datasets is conducted to retrieve a more accurate estimate of
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the networks’ performance. Additionally, we use statistical testing to investigate
whether the performance of both networks differs. It is important to note that the
genres are balanced and that snippets of a track are assigned to exactly one fold.
The performance comparison between both networks is done via a Wilcoxon
singed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) and aMcNemar test with Edward’s continuity
correction (Edwards, 1948) on the fold results. Moreover, a comparison of the
model complexity and the training duration is performed.
5 Results
In the following subsection we elaborate on the findings of our experiment.
First, we present the results of our hyperparameter optimization. The accuracy
and statistical testing are given in the following. We conclude by comparing the
training times of both networks.
5.1 Hyperparameter Optimization
For the ResNet18, the hyperparameter optimization detected one combination of
parameters which is superior to others: The stochastic gradient descent settings
are a learning rate of 0.08, a momentum of 0.48 and a learning rate decay of 0.06.
The kernels are initialized using the glorot normal initializer and furthermore
the ReLU activation function is used. The L2 kernel regularizer uses a penalty
value of 0.0004. With this combination of settings, a test accuracy of 77.1% on
snippet-level could be achieved. The NNet2 optimization showed that the given
settings from Zhang et al (2016) performed best among the given alternatives.
We could not increase the accuracy of the network choosing other settings.
5.2 Performance Comparison
For the GTZAN dataset, NNet2 reached an average accuracy of 72.3% on snippet-
level and an average accuracy of 80.4% on track-level with majority vote in
the 10-fold cross validation. In comparison, the hyperparameter optimized
ResNet18 reached higher accuracies: On snippet-level, the achieved accuracy
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is 76.6% and on track-level the accuracy is 84.7%, averaging over all folds in
both cases (see Table 2). A McNemar test with a critical alpha value of 0.05 and
a p-value of 3.328 · 10−4 shows that ResNet18 performed significantly better
than NNet2. Likewise, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test also gets significant with
a p-value of 0.01379. Comparing the training process of both networks, it is
noticeable, that the ResNet reaches its final accuracy of the k-fold faster than
NNet2 (see Figure 1). In the 10th epoch, ResNet accuracy is already close to its
final accuracy after 50 epochs, while for NNet2, accuracy increases less steep.
Furthermore, especially the loss variance of NNet2 is higher between different
folds, compared to ResNet. The confusion matrices show a similar pattern for
ResNet and NNet2. The only difference is the amount of misclassifications
between both neural networks. NNet2 misclassifies the genres more often than
ResNet, e.g. the misclassification rate for blues is 13% for NNet2, but only 5%
for ResNet (compare Figure 3).
Table 2: Accuracies [%] for GTZAN dataset over 10 folds on track-level.
Fold
Network 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AVG
NNet2 84 75 84 85 77 84 76 71 83 85 80.4
ResNet18 86 82 84 90 80 88 83 78 91 85 84.7
Table 3: Accuracies [%] for 10GenreGram dataset over 10 folds on track-level.
Fold
Network 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AVG
NNet2 47 41 31 34 48 39 51 44 38 40 41.3












































Figure 1: GTZAN Training Graphs indicating training (blue) and validation (red) datasets.












































Figure 2: 10GenreGram Training Graphs indicating training (blue) and validation (red) datasets.
(a) ResNet snippet-level. (b) NNet2 snippet-level.
(c) ResNet track-level. (d) NNet2 track-level.
Figure 3: Normalized GTZAN Confusion Matrix.
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For the 10GenreGram dataset, NNet2 achieved a 41.3% accuracy on track-
level with majority vote, while ResNet18 reached 51.4% (see Table 3). The
McNemar test for the 10GenreGram dataset with a critical value of 0.05 and
a p-value of 7.331 · 10−9 shows a significant difference in performance between
both classifiers. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates a p-value of 0.01246
and thus confirms this. Concerning GPU memory usage, NNet2 requires a size
of 32.66GB, which is a nearly six times bigger allocation then ResNet18 with
5.26GB. This implies, that for the training of NNet2 eight K80 are necessary,
while for the training of the ResNet18 one K80 is enough. Even with more used
GPUs, NNet2 needed significantly more time to train with 4.2 days compared
to 4.4 hours with ResNet18.
6 Conclusion
Given our hypothesis, that an image classification network is able to achieve
comparable performance to a domain specific designed CNN architecture, we
can state that this is true. Not only do all conducted tests indicate a clear difference
in classification performance, our image classification network additionally
performed better on both datasets. Furthermore, the image classification network
is less prone to overfitting, has a lower variance in the classification performance,
is faster to train and needs lower hardware specifications doing so. Following
those results it can be stated that using a classical image classification network is
a viable alternative to domain specific networks in the field of genre classification
with CNNs making the time consuming design phase of domain specific neural
networks redundant. In the discussion whether domain specific filter sizes or
small rectangular filter sizes are preferable (Oramas et al, 2017; Choi et al, 2017),
this work indicates that networks using small rectangular filters with different
levels of abstraction can deliver a better performance than networks using
manually engineered domain specific filter sizes.
The limitations of this study are fourfold: First, for the GTZAN dataset,
we were not fully able to reproduce the results given by Zhang et al (2016).
According to the authors, they reached an accuracy of 87.4%, which is 7%
higher than our reproduced results. Given the different error measurement
practices, hold-out at Zhang et al (2016) and cross validation on our side, the
different results might be explainable. Another factor can be that we had to
reimplement and train the network from Zhang et al (2016) based on available
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information, since no public implementation or model is available. Second, the
results were achieved after training 50 epochs which can be a hindering factor if
a network is not fully trained. It is important to note that the training graphs
show a stagnant development which makes this unlikely. Third, we are aware
that we are only comparing two neural networks and that our results cannot
be generalized to all domain tailored neural networks. Lastly, we assumed
that the uploader of the tracks for the 10GenreGram dataset used the most
suitable genre label. However, a manual expert labeling process could reduce
the number of faulty labels.
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